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Trigger System 
Trigger system, often considered as the brain of an experiment, has played a 
crucial role in particle physics experiments over the past decades. !
!
As luminosity or intensity continues to increase, in the quest for new 
physics beyond the Standard Model, the role of trigger will become ever more 
important in the future. !
!
In fact, the physics reach at high luminosity LHC will critically depend on the 
triggering capabilities of its experiments, and the trigger challenges there will 
be enormous. In particular, the tracking trigger.!
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An old story from my graduate school days at CLEO   

  Long ago, a young theoretical physicist had real trouble finding a girlfriend 
for a long time. Very frustrated, he complained to Hans Bethe!

  Hansʼs advice (with his strong German accent): 

       Young man, if the cross section is soooo low,        
  increase the luminosity ! 

à good advice for students who were interested in charm and beauty  
Rate = σ L 

σ   - cross-section  
probability that an interaction will occur   

 
For the experimentalists,  we have a similar problem, 
on all frontiers … increasing the luminosity is one  
way to go… esp. when cannot increase cross section 
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For hadron collider: increasing luminosity  
could get one into deep trouble … 

 
       H→ZZ → µµee, MH= 300 GeV for different luminosities in CMS!

1032 cm-2s-1 1033 cm-2s-1 

1034 cm-2s-1 1035 cm-2s-1 
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A PRIMER ON DETECTORS IN HIGH LUMINOSITY ENVIRONMENT

R. Huson, L. H. Lederman and R. Schwitters
Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory-

Batavia, Illinois 60510

I. History

The following remarks are relevant to the problem
of balancing luminosity versus energy in new HEP
construction.

In a 1973 Isabelle Summer study,l it was stated
that the only experiment that would succeed at a
luminosity of 10"cm-2sec- 1 was one in which the
apparatus was shielded from the collision region by
massive quantity of steel. In 1981, this opinion was
confirmed by an authority no less than S.C.C. Ting. 2
It may be instructive to review the progress of
collider detectors over the past decade. In 1973, the
time resolution or,better, the integrating time of
tracking detectors was -100 ns. In 1982, this time
has remained the same since PWC's are still the
fastest tracking devices available. The fundamental
limit is the saturated drift velocity of electrons in
gases. Better resolution and three dimensional
properties have led to the choice of drift chambers
and TPC's which have considerably longer integration
times. A new characteristic of 1982 detectors is the
increasing pervasiveness of calorimeters which have
become indispensable devices for measurement of
electromagnetic and hadronic energy, especially at
momenta where magnetic measurements become imprecise.
Calorimeters, because of their innate geometric
dimensions set by the nuclear mean free path and their
distance from the interaction point have integration
times of -200-1000 ns. Of course this is the present
state of the art which depends on the properties of
BBQ, gas chambers, liquid argon, lead glass, etc.

The conclusion is that things have only gotten
worse since 1973.

II. Integration Time - Tracking

What are the implications of long integration
times? We are facing collision energies so high that
the charged and neutral multiplicities, M average
about 60 particles near 1 TeV. These typical
multiplicities have surprisingly large fluctuations,
such that Gaussian or Poisson statistics do not
apply.' For example, the probability of having 2 M
particles is one quarter that of haVing Hparticles.
A track detector that integrates over, say, N events
(with its integrating time of must add N times
the average multiplicity to the number of particles in
the triggering event. If this is a typical hard
collision it may well have a track many
times higher than the average multiplicity.' At
10"cm-2sec- 1 , ±100ns integrates over an average of 10
events., If each event generates an average of 30
charged particles (and -30 neutral particles) one
must add an average of 300 particles to the trigger
induced event. Not all of these will conveniently
stay in the beam pipe. (See typical events attached.)
According to UA1' an average of 50 particles enter the
central calorimeter at lSI: 540 GeV in minimum bias
events. Many others will strike flanges, supports,
pole pieces, etc. and shower with very high
mUltiplicities, the end products of which give rise to
noise or albedo, i.e., single hits in detectors or
random tracks. This has severe implications for

10perated by Universities Research Association, Inc.
under contract with the U.S. Department of Energy.

tracking efficiency; there is in fact a fair
likelihood that these high multiplicities will render
any of the tracking devices, as we now understand
them, inoperable. PWC's have operated at ambient
singles rates of 10 Mcps with fairly simple track
configurations. However, experience with 20-30
tracks, e.g., at the ISR's Split Field Magnet or at
various multiparticle spectrometers suggest a CDC 7600
CPU analysis time event of hundreds of
milliseconds up to -5 secl To contemplate the
functioning of a track chamber with several hundreds
of tracks, many of low and "curling" energies (even
given scintillation tagging) clearly requires a major
advance. As a dramatic example, look at Fig. 1 and
imagine superposing 2, 3 or 5 such events in a single
trigger.

We should note that before one can reject tracks
for pointing incorrectly one must be able to do the
pattern recognition. A more quantitative tabulation
of the influence of finite integrating time is
presented in Tables I and II.

III. Calorimetry

To this tale of woe we must add the problem of
the calorimeters. Now we have -30 Charged and 30
neutral particles incident upon the calorimeter which
has an optimistic integrating time of ±200ns. This is
at -1 TeV. Multiplicities will about double at
10 TeV. It is true that a typical event may add
negligibly to a (say) 100 GeV/c transverse momentum
trigger. Some fraction of good events would be
confused by the integration, but it is also clear that
a large enough number of random accumulations of 10 or
20 minimum bias events can generate fake physics.
These may provide a background for a large fraction of
the anticipated physics signatures. During the
interval between real 100 GeV/c jets say (at the rate
of 10 per day) there would be -5x1011 accumulations of
twenty random events I If each charged particle
generates a transverse energy of 500 Mev' and each
photon 250 Mev, a minimum bias event produces an
average of -20 GeV of Et • Twenty events yields
400 GeV!1 Gating may reduce this to -200 GeV. A
patient Monte Carloist can decide how often these will
fluctuate and cluster so as to fake a PT : 100 GeV/c
event. However, this intrepid soul must be sure he is
using the correct distribution function for
fluctuations around the "typical" minimum bias
trigger. This does assume either a breakthrough in
tracking or, more likely, ability to see jets without
tracks.

IV. Current State of the Art

There is ample data from 1982 experiments that
support this pessimism. Charm was discovered in 1975.
In spite of eight years and three generations of
experiments at Fermilab, ISR, SPS and AGS the total
number of clear charm events observed in hadron
collisions is about one hundred I Nevertheless,
literally millions of charmed particles were produced
in the targets of the dozens of experiments looking
for charm. It is obViously even worse for bottom
mesons. Why? The primary problem is that the
hadronic production cross section is less than O.lJ of
the total cross section. Then, high (5-10 tracks)
multiplicities, combinatorials, backgrounds, i.e., the

-36f-

Paper in 1982:  concerns with High Luminosity!
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FOREWORD

The "Workshop on Collider Detectors: Present Capabilities and Future
Possibilities" was sponsored by the Division of Particles and Fields of
the APS and hosted by Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory. It was held at LBL from
February 28th to March 4th, 1983.

The organizing committee consisted of A.K. Mann (Chairman), C. Baltay,
R. Diebold, H. Gordon, D. Hartill, P. Nemethy, D. Ritson and R. Schwitters.
The local organizing committee was R. Cahn, S. Loken and P. Nemethy.

The workshop focused on the problems posed by high luminosities at
hadron colliders, considering luminosities on a continuous range from 1029

to 1034 cm-2 sec- l , picking two specific center-of-mass energies, 1 TeV
and 20 TeV. The participants divided into the five working groups tabulated
below.

These proceedings contain three sections. Section I consists of input
to the workshop, the introductory comments of the organizing committee chair-
man (A.K. Mann); two out of our three invited talks (W.J. Willis, M. Banner,
C. Rubbia) on collider experience; finally two documents, which were invaluable
in getting the workshop started, theoretical estimates of relevant cross sections
(R. Cahn) and of high jet behavior (F. Paige).

Section II contains the working group summary reports from the five work-
ing groups; this is the meat of the workshop. Section III is a rich mix of
contributed papers relevant to the workshop.

I want to thank Jeanne Miller, our workshop secretary, and Peggy Little, the
LBL Conference Coordinator, for all their help; Donna Vercelli, Judy Davenport
and Loretta Lizama for their work on the proceedings. I also thank our working
group leaders and scientific secretaries for their dedication and all the parti-
cipants for a lively and spirited workshop. Support for this workshop was pro-
vided by the Department of Energy and the National Science Foundation.

Peter Nemethy
Workshop Organizer

() WORKING GROUP GROUP LEADER SCIENTIFIC SECRETARY

Tracking Detectors Doh Hartill David °Herrup

Calorimetry Bernie Pope Melissa Franklin

() Triggers Mel Shochet Mike Ronan

Particle Identification Dave Nygren Rem Van Tyen

Detector Systems Barry Barish Mark Nelson

\ iii
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Some colliders in the past 
6 41. Plots of cross sections and related quantities

! and R in e+e! Collisions
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Figure 41.6: World data on the total cross section of e+e! ! hadrons and the ratio R(s) = !(e+e! ! hadrons, s)/!(e+e! ! µ+µ!, s).
!(e+e! ! hadrons, s) is the experimental cross section corrected for initial state radiation and electron-positron vertex loops, !(e+e! !
µ+µ!, s) = 4"#2(s)/3s. Data errors are total below 2 GeV and statistical above 2 GeV. The curves are an educative guide: the broken one
(green) is a naive quark-parton model prediction, and the solid one (red) is 3-loop pQCD prediction (see “Quantum Chromodynamics” section of
this Review, Eq. (9.7) or, for more details, K. G. Chetyrkin et al., Nucl. Phys. B586, 56 (2000) (Erratum ibid. B634, 413 (2002)). Breit-Wigner
parameterizations of J/$, $(2S), and !(nS), n = 1, 2, 3, 4 are also shown. The full list of references to the original data and the details of
the R ratio extraction from them can be found in [arXiv:hep-ph/0312114]. Corresponding computer-readable data files are available at
http://pdg.lbl.gov/current/xsect/. (Courtesy of the COMPAS (Protvino) and HEPDATA (Durham) Groups, May 2010.) See full-color
version on color pages at end of book.

“unauthorized particles on !
an unauthorized machine”!

KLOE/DAΦNE!
MARK/SPEAR, !
BES/BEPC!

CLEO/CESR, !
Argus/DORIS!
BaBar/PEP-II, !
Belle/KEK-B!

SLD/SLC, !
(Aleph,Delphi,Opal,L3)/LEP!

AdA, !
VEPP, !
ACO, !
ADONE,  
CEA!
… ! (AMY,TOPAZ, !

VENUS)/TRISTAN!

(JADE,MARK J, !
PLUTO, TASSO)/PETRA!

ep         (H1, ZEUS, HERMES, HERA-B) /HERA!
pp-bar   (UA1, UA2)/SppS, (CDF,D0)/Tevatron !
pp         (Atlas, CMS, ALICE, LHCb)/LHC !

Trigger challenges at high lumi:!
!
e+e-, ep:  beam background!
pp-bar, pp: pile up & pile up!

τ!
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B Factory case: Rate  =  σ  L  
  Some basics: 
 Luminosity: units of cm-2s-1 or barn-1 sec-1 !

- Often in ~1034cm-2s-1 = 10 nb-1s-1 = 10-5 fb-1s-1  
- This was roughly B Factory luminosity 

  A few physics processes at B Factory!
  !σ (e+e- → e+e-) at BF ~ 72 nb è 720 Hz!
  σ (e+e- → hadrons) at BF ~ 4nb è 40 Hz!
  σ (e+e- → total) at BF ~ 84nb è 840 Hz!
  Final events to tape ~ 100 Hz è need to pre-scale !

One can get a sense for B Factory trigger,!
though there were interesting challenges...!
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B1!
B1!

x (c
en

tim
et

er
s)
!

z (meters)! +3m!-3m!
-20cm!

-20cm! Head-on collision!
Need to separate the beam!

 !

BaBar!

BaBar!

9 GeV 
0.75 A!

e+gas → eʼ + 
γ	


e!

γ!

Interaction Region and High Background!

e!e+gas → eʼ	


beams passing through bending magnets !
generate a “fan” of X-rays in bending plane!

Bremsstrahlung & Coulomb interactions !
produce energetic e, γ along beam line!

Beam Crossing @ 238 MHz!

High Luminosity         High Background !
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B1!
B1!

Track z distribution!
for L1 passthrough!
events!

LER!HER!

Lost particle interact !
with beampipe flange!

due to a step in the !
synchrotron mask!

real collision!

   PEP II B factory!
!
High Luminosity    à   High Background !

!
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Babar Drift Chamber (tracking) Trigger  ( LBNL )!

The heart of DCT is the Track Segment Finder!
TSF       continuously live image processor!

The method: using both occupancy !
and drift-time information,  to find track !
segments continuously with:!
time resolution of ~ 100 ns,!
spatial resolution ~ 1 mm!
            !

Use 24 TSF modules!Track Segment Finder!

Drift Chamber!
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Tevatron case: Rate  =  σ  L  

  Basics: 
 Luminosity: units of cm-2s-1 or barn-1 sec-1 !

- Often in ~1032cm-2s-1 = 0.1 nb-1s-1 = 10-4 pb-1s-1 =  
- This was roughly Tevatron RunII luminosity 

  A few physics processes at Tevatron!
  σ (top pair production) ~ 7 pb è 0.0007 Hz or ~ 60/day!
  σ (inelastic scattering) at Tevatron ~ 50 mb è 5 MHz !
  Actual rate is limited by bunch crossing at ~1.7MHz!

- Multiple interaction per beam crossing …!
  Final events to tape ~ 100 Hz è challenge !

Trigger is crucial for Hadron Collider ...!
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Conceptual !
stage!

Pulsar design!
Teststand: Tx -> Rx -> PC!

RunIIa L2 muon!

     Global L2 upgrade!
L2 SVT upgrade!

L2CAL upgrade!
L2XFT upgrade!

L1MET upgrade!
SVT Gigafitter upgrade !

L2 trigger upgrades! L2 track interface upgrade!

L1XFT upgrade!
Event builder/L3/Data logger!

2001             2003               2005            2007         2009           !

Tevatron RunII Peak Luminosity!

Other upgrades!
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Evolution of CDF’s RunII Physics Program 

9

Trigger  
improvements 
have been crucial!
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Interesting history of silicon detector 
and silicon based tracking trigger at 

hadron collider  
!
  Stories on some technological innovations at CDF in 

the 1980s-1990s!
 the first silicon detector (SVX) at CDF !
 the first Silicon Vertex Trigger (SVT) at CDF !

Initially many people didnʼt think it was useful or it could!
have ever worked….!
!
APS Panofsky Prize to Aldo Menzione and Luciano Ristori !
       !
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2.5 cm!

10.6 cm!

x 
y 

Note “wedge” symmetry!

Z •  5 double sided layers 
‒  5 axial + 3 x 90o, 2 x 1.2o 

•  Very compact 
•  Tight alignment tolerances 

‒  For the trigger 
•  Very symmetric 

‒  12 fold in Φ	

‒  6 barrels in Z 

CDF SVXII 
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A slide from Luciano Ristori!
at TIPP 2011 conference!
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Roads 
1.  Find low resolution 

track candidates 
called “roads”.  

2.  Then fit tracks 
inside roads. 
 a linear approximation 
gives near ideal precision 

Super Bin  (SB) 

Tracking in 2 steps 
  Pattern recognition and track fitting done separately and pipelined!

A very successful approach at CDF for RunII, based on!
Associative Memory, which in turn, based on CAM!
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 m
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s 0,1 

2,3 
4,5 

6,7 8,9 

10,11 fan-out fan-in 

    CDF original SVT system had ~400K patterns total … !
128 patterns per AMchip  -- commissioned around ~2001.!

The rest, is history … (the rich physics program out of CDF)!
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s 0,1 

2,3 
4,5 

6,7 8,9 

10,11 fan-out fan-in 

 Can we put entire SVT in one chip?!
        (see later in the talk)!

AM! FPGA!

RAMs!

AM!AM!
VIPRM!

Original SVT system had ~400K patterns total!
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LHC case: Rate  =  σ  L  
  Some basics: 
 Luminosity: units of cm-2s-1 or barn-1 sec-1 !

- Often in ~1034cm-2s-1 = 10 nb-1s-1 = 10-2 pb-1s-1   
- This is LHC design luminosity 

  A few physics processes at LHC at 14 TeV!
  σ (top pair production) ~ 700 pb è 7 Hz or ~ 600K/day!
  σ (inelastic scattering) ~ 70 mb è 700 MHz (interaction)!
  Actual event rate is limited by bunch crossing at 20/40MHz!

- Multiple interaction per beam crossing …!

Why go to such high luminosity with all the trouble?!
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!
!
 
                   !
!
!
!

   The need for Higher LHC Luminosity !

100 fb-1  per year  ~ 10-5 fb-1s-1 =  1034cm-2s-1  

!

Rate  =  σ  L 
 
Trigger & reconstruction eff.!
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Nch(|y|≤0.5) 

Expected Pile-up at High Lumi LHC 
in ATLAS at 1035 
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The effect of pile-up on silicon detector occupancy!

From Atlas FTK Technical Proposal!
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ATLAS and CMS  
only have calorimeter and muon 

trigger at Level 1 
 

Complexity 
handled in 
software on 

CPUs!

at high level 
trigger!

The approach works well at low luminosity … !
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It is crucial to have tracking at early trigger stages 
è enormous challenges !
!
Atlas FTK (Fast TracKer)  is the first step in this direction at 
LHC, and uses all silicon tracker info at L2 !
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The LHC case 
Frontier physics  at LHC in the future:!
    Go to Higher Energy:   needs aggressive R&D in Magnet !
                                                                   OR!
    Go to Higher Luminosity:  needs aggressive Tracking Trigger R&D!
                           !
  It has become clear that track based trigger capability will be crucial to the 

frontier physics reach at LHC in the future, as luminosity increases. !
  The current technology using fiber data transfer, FPGAs, custom chips and 

modern PCs cannot be scaled in a simple manner to accommodate all the 
tracking trigger demands. !

  Significant improvements, or breakthroughs, will be needed. In other 
words, aggressive R&D efforts will be required. !

            è How to take full advantages of modern technology!
                                    !
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Tracking Trigger Issues  
at hadron colliders 

(L1 & L2/HLT) 

CDF SVXII!

Data 
formatting!

Pattern 
Recognition!

Track!
Fitting!

Data transfer!

Associative Memory !
Others …!

!
!
•  Selected R&D topics!
    !
    (1)  Data Reduction at detector/sensor stage!
     (2)  Data Transfer challenges!
     (3) Data Formatter using ATCA technology!
     (4) Pattern Recognition:  3D AM R&D: VIPRAM !
            = “Vertically Integrated Pattern Recognition Associative Memory”!
     (5) Track Fitting:  GPU study for low latency tracking!
!
                   !

HLT!

Detector design 
for triggering!

Beam spot!

FPGA vs CPU vs GPU!
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ATLAS DETECTOR 
11 layer utilizzati da FTK:!
Ø  3 layer di pixel bi-dimensionali al 
silicio per tracciatura!

q Pixel area di 50x400 µm2 
80 M canali di readout!

Ø  4(x2) (stereo)-layer di strip uni-
dimensionali al silicio per 
tracciatura!

q Microstip di risoluzione 80 
µm , 6 M canali di readout!
q Alternarsi di axial e stereo 
con piccola relativa 
angolazione!

Ø  Tracciatura silicio nel range |η| < 
2.5!
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A sense of scale:  
Atlas Silicon Tracker vs CDF SVX II 

Total # of readout channels:!
PIXELS: 80 millions!
SCT: 6 millions!

Channels used for SVT:!
~ 0.2 millions!

CDF SVX II!

Other relevant aspects:!
Collision energy/rate!
Pileups/occupancy!
Symmetrical design or not!
Materials !
Cabling map!
…!

AM Patterns needed: > 1 Billion             patterns 1st used: ~400K!
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Tracking Trigger Issues  
at hadron colliders 

(L1 & L2/HLT) 

CDF SVXII!

Data 
formatting!

Pattern 
Recognition!

Track!
Fitting!

Data transfer!

Associative Memory !
Others …!!

!
•  Selected R&D topics !
    !
    (1)  Data Reduction at detector/sensor stage!
     (2)  Data Transfer challenges!
     (3) Data Formatter using ATCA technology!
     (4) Pattern Recognition:  3D AM R&D: VIPRAM !
            = “Vertically Integrated Pattern Recognition Associative Memory”!
     (5) Track Fitting:  GPU study for low latency tracking!
!
                   !

HLT!

Detector design 
for triggering!

Beam spot!

FPGA vs CPU vs GPU!
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Data Formatting Challenges!

Detector models built !
by Yasu Okumura !
(new UC&FNAL postdoc)!

Massive amount of data need to !
be shared for pattern recognition!
for tracking trigger!
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Data Formatting 
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Old Data Sharing techniques 
-- a slide from Jamieson Olsen (FNAL engineer) 

  Jumper cables !
 Flexible, but ugly and difficult to 

maintain!
 Still requires custom backplane!

  Dedicated traces on the 
backplane!
 Custom backplane!
 Each crate may be different!
  Inflexible design!

  Another option?!
 Modern ATCA with full-mesh!
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Data Formatter ATCA board (Pulsar-IIa) design at Fermilab with !
full-mesh backplane for data sharing (one FPGA per trigger tower, 64 trigger towers total) !

16 DF boards!16 DF boards!
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Block Diagram 
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Challenging Implementation !
Developed for Atlas FTK (L2) at Fermilab,!
potentially useful for L1 track trigger in the future!

Pulsar-IIa!
!
I/O bandwidth!
approaching:!
!
~ 1 Tbps  !
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New PICMG 3.8 
RTM Power 
Connector!

Zone-3 ADF!
Connectors!

DC-DC Power!

Clocks!

DDR3!
FPGA!
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Data Formatter System for FTK!
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Extensive bandwidth requirements  
study done using real beam data  
with optimized (detailed) cabling  

assignments (no IBL yet) 
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Shelf-board-FPGA-Trigger Tower assignments 
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Inter-crate communications 
(a fraction of the connections needed for FTK) 
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Data Volume Analysis Summary 
(by Yasu Okumura) 

  Analysis uses real beam data !
  7 TeV with <μ> ~ 10!
  Extrapolated to 14 TeV and <μ> ~ 80!

  Analyzed data volume on!
  Output to AUX!
  Output to SSB!
  Inter-FPGA local bus!
  ATCA Backplane Fabric Interface channels!
  Inter-Shelf fiber links!

  Worse case shown below (conservative, assume no clustering in pixel)!

Units are Gbps!
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Data Formatter FPGA Constellation for FTK 
Animation by Jamieson Olsen 
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Routing Firmware 
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Zone-3!
RTM Signals!

Zone-2!
Fabric Interface!

Mezzanine 
Cards!

LVDS Local 
Bus!

DDR3 (in progress)!

Prototype Board layout in progress (FNAL engineer: Jamieson Olsen)!
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Tracking Trigger Issues  
at hadron colliders 

(L1 & L2/HLT) 

CDF SVXII!

Data 
formatting!

Pattern 
Recognition!

Track!
Fitting!

Data transfer!

Associative Memory !
Others …!!

!
•  Selected R&D topics !
    !
    (1)  Data Reduction at detector/sensor stage!
     (2)  Data Transfer challegnes!
     (3) Data Formatter using ATCA technology!
     (4) Pattern Recognition:  3D AM R&D: VIPRAM !
            = “Vertically Integrated Pattern Recognition Associative Memory”!
     (5) Track Fitting:  GPU study for low latency tracking!
!
                   !

HLT!

Detector design 
for triggering!

Beam spot!

FPGA vs CPU vs GPU!
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2,3 
4,5 

6,7 8,9 

10,11 fan-out fan-in 

Question: Can we put the entire SVT system into one chip? !
~400K patterns per chip  è few x 1000 chips è Billion patterns …!

    CDF original SVT system had ~400K patterns total … !
128 patterns per AMchip  -- commissioned around ~2001.!
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RAM vs CAM 

  RAM (Random-Access-Memory): user supplies a memory 
address and it returns the data word stored at that address!

  CAM (Content-Addressable-Memory): user supplies a data 
word and it searches its entire memory to see if that data word 
is stored anywhere in it. In other words, it is accessed by virtue 
of its contents, not its location.!
  If the data word is found/matched, the CAM returns the storage 

addresses where the word was found !
  search its entire memory in a single operation, much faster than RAM!

  In essence, CAM ~ “Inverse RAM”!
  AM or PRAM: Pattern Recognition Associative Memory!

  CAM based !
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Content Addressable Memory (CAM) 

  CAM:  inverse of RAM !
 user supplies a data word and it searches its entire memory 

in a single operation to see if that data word is stored 
anywhere in it!

•  One incoming pattern/hit at a time!
•  There is no memory of previous matches!

Pattern 1!Pattern 1!
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at

ch
!

Pattern 3!Pattern 3!
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ch
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Pattern 7!Pattern 7!
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How PRAM works 
  Pattern Recognition Associative Memory (PRAM)!
 Pattern recognition finishes as soon as all hits arrive!
 Potential candidate for L1 application!
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 !

Animation by Jim Hoff (FNAL engineer)!
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Anatomy of a PRAM 
(Pattern Recognition Associative Memory) 

CAM Cells !
(only few bits shown)!

Address Match Memory!

Majority Logic !

Trace Length -> Capacitance -> Power Consumption or Reduced Speed!
More detector layers, or more bits involved, design more spread out in 2D!
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Comments on Associative Memory 
  Based on CAM cells to match and majority logic to associate hits in 

different detector layers to a set of pre-determined hit patterns !
  Critical figures of merit for an AM based system: !
    (higher) pattern density & speed and (lower) power density !
 However, at chip level, more detector layers means more 

CAM cells are needed for a given pattern, the layout are 
more spread out in two dimensions (for a given technology 
node) resulting in decreasing pattern density and increasing 
driving load capacitance or power consumption, which in 
turn reduces the maximal speed of operation!

 Performance fundamentally limited by Mooreʼs Law!

  This is the main limitation of an otherwise very powerful and proven 
approach for its future applications within and beyond HEP.!
!
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The Challenge of future AM design 
!

Increase the patterns density by 2 orders of magnitude;!
and !

increase the speed by a factor of >~ 3, !
while !

keeping the power consumption more or less the same!

          Much higher Patten Density & higher Speed!
                    Yet much less Power Density!
                       almost too good to be true!
!
New idea: could go to “extra dimension” to achieve this!
               è generic R&D effort at Fermilab!
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From 2D to 3D 

Each tier !
~ only 10 um thick!

VIPRAM (Vertically Integrated Pattern Recognition Associative Memory)!
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VIPRAM 
(Vertically Integrated Pattern Recognition Associative Memory) 

http://hep.uchicago.edu/~thliu/projects/VIPRAM/TIPP2011_VIPRAM_Paper.V11.preprint.pdf 

Pattern recognition for tracking!
is naturally a task in 3D!

track!

fired road!
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The 3D stack is actually very thin !
   ( < ~ 10 um per tier)!
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Fig. 4 -  A 3D PRAM!

Side view! Top view!

VIPRAM concept  
•  In 3D, with 130 nm, VIRPAM could reach ~200K patterns/cm^2 
•  In 2D, even with 65 nm, could only reach ~50K patterns/cm^2 (AMchip04) 
!

R&D for future track trigger applications (L1/L2):!
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Fig. 4 -  A 3D PRAM!

VIPRAM is almost an ideal case for the application  
of 3D vertical integration technology 

  
  A VIPRAM cell can process n layers of a road pattern in about the size of 

just one CAM cell (pattern density increased by ~ n)!
  Directly shortens the longest of the driving lines in the pattern recognition 

cell (address match lines).!
    (reduced power density or higher speed)!
  Layout of the CAM cells, Majority Logic cells, !
     input/output busses simpler, more efficient. !
     More freedom in layout.!
  Could add CAL/Muon info to extra tiers,!
     to ID electron/muon objects directly (L1)!
  VIPRAM architecture is inherently open and !
     flexible, making possible the design of !
     more general purpose fast pattern recognition !
     devices far beyond the original AM used for HEP!

!
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Animation by!
high school !
summer intern:!
Tom Klonowski!

Potentially useful to directly !
identify physics objects at L1,!
Many advantages this way.!
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Initial Goal of R&D 

AM! FPGA!

RAMs!

AM!AM!VIPRAM!

Ø  proof-of-principle demonstration !
Ø  Control tier + ~ 2 CAM tiers!
Ø  density: ~ 200K patterns/cm**2!
Ø  study performance vs speed/cost!
!

roads!

  hits!

Tester board!
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Basic Assumptions for R&D 

  130nm Global Foundries CMOS!
  Tezzaron’s 3D process!
  18 bits in the CAM cell (like AMchip04)!
   design for up to 8 detector layers (like AMchip04)!
 This can be achieved with either 4 or 8 CAM tiers!
 Only stack 1 Control + ~2 CAM tiers for proof-of-principle!

  4 µm center-to-center TSV spacing for compatibility 
with current Tezzaron’s 3D process.  !

  If a PRAM cell size can be about ~ 20µm x ~ 20µm  !
   è expect up to ~ 250K patterns per cm**2 (in 130 nm).!
        aim for ~200K for proof-of-principle !
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Design Work involved 

CAM cell design!

Majority Logic cell design!

Control/interface/readout design!

Initial R&D goal:!
!
Proof-of-principle demonstration!
over next 3 years!

Design work by!
Fermilab ASIC group!
(Jim Hoff, Marcel Trimpl,!
  Gregory Deptuch)!
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Testing 3D building blocks in 2D first 

First implement in 2D for initial testing  (work in progress)!
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SLAC AIS - Ted Liu!Figure	  	  5	  -‐	  A	  two	  -‐tier,	  Single	  Mask	  Set	  3D	  MPW	  process 

Figure	  6	  -‐	  The	  conclusion	  of	  a	  typical	  3D	  MPW	  process	  OR	  an	  alternate	  process	  
available	  to	  the	  VIPRAM. 
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Integrate AM and TF/FPGA stages  
into one chip 

 
  Bandwidth between AM stage and Track Fitting stage could be another 

challenge!
  needs to transfer large number of fired roads and associated full 

resolution hits into the TF stage!
  The larger the AM pattern size per chip, the more demand!
  Highly desirable if the two stages can be integrated!
  High speed serial I/O on FPGA can be used for input data IO!
  Board & system level design could be much simplified!

  3D Technology could help here (in the future)!
  Example: silicon interposer approach for Xilinx Virtex-7 FPGA!
  Would make the chip much more flexible (within & outside HEP)!
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Long term goal of R&D 

AM! FPGA!

RAMs!

AM!AM!VIPRAM!

Ø  ~ 500K patterns/cm **2!
Ø  Running with > 100 MHz input rate!
Ø  N CAM tiers + Control tier!
Ø  integrated with FPGA/RAM!
    (general purpose pattern recognition) !

tracks/μ/γ/e!

roads!

  hits!

SVT in a chip!
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 2
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2,3 
4,5 

6,7 8,9 

10,11 fan-out fan-in 

SVT in one chip: 2nd phase of VIPRAM project!
         è general purpose chip !

AM! FPGA!

RAMs!

AM!AM!
VIPRM!

Original SVT system had ~400K patterns total!
Aim to reach ~500K per cm**2 for VIPRAM chip … !
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Comments on future tracking trigger 
applications of VIPRAM 

  VIPRAM project is “Generic R&D” at this stage, and current focus is the 
“proof-of-principle”.!

  It was motivated by FTK simulation studies and is based on AMchip design 
(the core), as such,!
  Should be useful for future L2-like applications!
  “SVT in one chip” approach could simplify board and system design!
!

  For L1 tracking trigger!
  The ultimate goal is to design it for L1 application!
  VIPRAM architecture is inherently flexible & open (highly desirable)!
  need to work out system level design vs chip level!
  need extensive simulation studies with physics cases for guidance!
  Inputs and collaboration are welcome …!
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Tracking Trigger Issues  
at hadron colliders 

(L1 & L2/HLT) 

CDF SVXII!

Data 
formatting!

Pattern 
Recognition!

Track!
Fitting!

Data transfer!

Associative Memory !
Others …!!

!
•  Selected R&D topics !
    !
    (1)  Data Reduction at detector/sensor stage!
     (2)  Data Transfer !
     (3) Data Formatter using ATCA technology!
     (4) Pattern Recognition:  3D AM R&D: VIPRAM !
            = “Vertically Integrated Pattern Recognition Associative Memory”!
     (5) Track Fitting:  GPU study for low latency tracking!
!
                   !

HLT!

Detector design 
for triggering!

Beam spot!

FPGA vs CPU vs GPU!
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GPU vs CPU evolution!
GPU!

CPU!
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GPU performance !
Study for low!
latency !
track fitting !

Advanced GPU lab at FNAL!
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Initial results promising even with an old low-end gaming GPU from Best-Buy!

GPUs: highly parallel, multi-threaded, !
multicore processors with remarkable !
computational power and high memory 
bandwidth: promising candidate for fast !
track fitting at high luminosity for L2 or HLT!

http://hep.uchicago.edu/~thliu/projects/TriggerRD/Processing-Power/TIPP_Proceedings_GPU_preprint.pdf!

Work done by UC student Wes Ketchum... et al !
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Tracking Trigger Issues 
 CDF SVXII!

Data 
formatting!

Pattern 
Recognition!

Track!
Fitting!

Data transfer!

3D VIPRAM /!
SVT in one chip!
!!

!
 !

HLT!

Detector design 
for triggering!

GPU!

Beam spot!

ATCA  based Data Formatting!

Combining the three developments,!
one could have a very powerful, general purpose!
modern trigger/pattern recognition/DAQ system …!
far beyond the HEP tracking trigger applications…!
!
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General Purpose  
Trigger/DAQ System 

with MASSIVE parallel  
processing & pattern  

recognition power  

A bank of !
VIPRAM or!
SVT in a chip!

Fiber inputs!

!
Patterns  ~ Billion / crate/shelf!

GPU farm!
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Summary CDF SVXII!

Data 
formatting!

Pattern 
Recognition!

Track!
Fitting!

Data transfer!

3D VIPRAM /!
SVT in one chip!
!!

!
 !

HLT!

Detector design 
for triggering!

GPU!

Beam spot!

ATCA based general purpose board!

Frontier Physics reach at high luminosity LHC !
to hunt for new physics require: higher detector !
precision and higher selection capabilities including !
higher sophistication in the selection algorithms thus !
the most advanced Real Time processing technology!
 !
       LHC developments in this respect are also a “playground” !
        for developing and experiencing novel Real Time field.!
!
!
 !


